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At IC, we partner with you to solve your biggest internal  
communications problems through solution-driven software,
services, and global best practice research. We specialize in helping
small-to medium-sized businesses, including those without a
dedicated internal communications team.

Learn more about our products and services at intranetconnections.com

About Intranet Connections.
Over 1,400 
customers
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served
And thousands more
engaged employees

20+ years 
of experience

From intranet birth, to
internal comms portfolio

10+ years 
average 

customer  
tenure

We’re with you for
the long run!



The Assessment.
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In September 2020, Intranet Connections launched our Internal Communications Assessment, an online survey designed to

measure an organization’s internal communications maturity level across our 7 core principles (see page 6). Between our launch

date and April 2021, over 420 people completed the assessment, generating over 30,000 datapoints that have provided us with an

understanding of the challenges and industry trends communicators are experiencing. This report includes valuable insights on

those challenges from IC’s own experts and some accessible recommendations on how to overcome them.

To view the questions included on our assessment, see Appendix.



Executive Summary.
Below are some of the key findings from this report.

Our aggregated data suggests that for many organizations, Content is

consistently the strongest principle, while Metrics and Data Analytics &

Reporting are consistently the weakest, leading to a critical gap between

building quality content and being able to measure its relative success.

If your organization struggles in any of these areas, check out the free

resources we’ve included later in the report.

Organizations with dedicated internal communications resources have

more mature internal communication environments. It may seem

obvious—but many do not see the business value that we believe effective

internal communications provides.

The perception of internal communications seems to be more negative

among senior leaders when compared to other levels of an organization.

To progress as an industry, demonstrating value to business leaders is

essential. You can find some top tips for how to gain traction with your

leadership team in the “Recommendations” section.

. . .
These are generalized take-aways, of course, and we

know you also want tailored, specific advice on
how to start improving your internal comms immediately after

gaining this valuable knowledge about the industry landscape. At
IC, we specialize in helping small-to medium-sized businesses,

where internal communication may take many forms. That’s why,
throughout this report, we’ll focus on our underdogs of internal

comms, who have been developed based on the profiles of more
than 400 people who completed our Internal Comms

Assessment.
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Our Methodology.
Our methodology underpins everything we do at IC, and we truly follow the adage of “methodology before technology” to 

ensure all our products and services are rooted in communications best practices.

We partnered with Simon Fraser University’s Communications department (Genalabs) and combined our 20+ years of industry experience 

with academic research and an analysis of global best practices to develop our Internal Communications 7 Principles.

Internal Communications 7 Principles

Audience Content Channel

Timing Metrics

Strategy, 
Mandate

&  
Planning

Data
Analytics  &
Reporting
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Everyone loves an underdog story—and at IC we love dogs, period. Being an underdog of internal communications can have a big impact on 
the success of your organization. Our mission is to help you become a pack leader through effective internal comms, and in this report we’ll be 

using some of our IC dogs to highlight areas where you may be struggling.

Meet our personas.

Fig
Marketing Manager

Fig works in Marketing, and as an experienced 
communicator, has been asked to take on 

internal communications in her organization.

Duke
HR Administrator

Duke is a junior member of the HR team
tasked with managing all employee

communications.

Sunny
IT Director

After implementing his organization’s intranet,
Sunny’s team became responsible for internal 

communications.
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Who
completed it?
After operating in the internal communications space
for over 20 years, we know that
those responsible for communications
often do not specialize in it, and that’s re-
flected in the breakdown of assessment
respondents.

Although “Communications” was the most popular

choice, only about one-third of respondents categorized

themselves as working in a communications department,

suggesting that two-thirds of respondents work in

organizations that do not have dedicated internal

communication resources.

We also asked respondents how much of their time was

spent on internal communications. 62% of respondents
spend 50% or less of their time on internal communications,

with only 15% dedicating over 90% of their time to this

function.

As a relatively immature sector when compared to

functions like Marketing, HR, and IT, this isn’t surprising

and reflects our experience within the sector, particularly

in small to medium-sized businesses. We often see that in

Assessment Department
Breakdown

Time spent on
internal  
communications

As a Marketing 
Manager, Fig is 

experienced in defining 
comms strategy and
creating high quality
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content, so her
organization is strong in

the Strategy and Content
principles.

However, without a
means to capture data, 
and therefore report on 
it, they scored lower in 
the Metrics and Data 

Analytics & Reporting
principles.

“

”



smaller organizations, the responsibility for internal comms falls to non-specialists

in addition to their day-job, and as a result less time is dedicated to it-and the

overall effectiveness of internal comms suffers.

Another finding that we’ve also experienced firsthand is the difference in an employee’s

relationship with internal communications based on their seniority within the

organization. Generally, the more senior an employee is, the more important it is for

them to have good strategic awareness, and the less hands-on they tend to be with

carrying out tasks. This inevitably affects their perspective on many things, including

internal communications, for which you can see some evidence later in this report.

Job Level

For example, a CEO might have an arms-reach relationship with internal comms,

but understands the impact of an effective internal comms team better than

an entry-level employee who carries out internal comms activities on a day- to-

day basis. The vast majority of assessment respondents (82%) fall into either

the associate, manager, or director level, providing a good mix of those largely

responsible for carrying out day-to-day activity and having responsibility for internal

communication outcomes.
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The HR team in Duke’s 
organization is responsible for 
employee data, which means 

they have a solid
understanding of their internal 

audiences, and the different 
information each specific

group requires.
Little experience with content 

creation and the lack of an 
internal channel 

instrastructure means the 
Channel and Content
principles are areas of 

weakness for Duke’s business.

“

”



Respondents from 52 countries completed our assessment, 74% of them were from either Canada, USA, UK, South Africa, or Australia.

Respondents fell into 17 broad industry categories, ranging from Arts & Entertainment, to Healthcare, to Finance, to Technology, providing insight into the state of internal

communications within these different areas. Combining this with the data on location, job level, department and time spent on IC, this report is uniquely placed to show the reality

of internal communications in organizations that may be missed in other global reports which only focus on mature communication environments .
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Findings.
A closer look at our 7 principles

Our Internal Communications Assessment is based on our 7 principles:

•Data & Reporting (the analysis and presentation of communication stats) was the 

lowest-ranked principle for 49% and only the highest-ranked principle for 12%.

This seems to be a universal phenomenon and is consistent when broken down by

department, job level, industry, time spent on internal comms, and country, though one

notable exception is in the UK, where Data & Reporting ranks fourth.

This trend makes sense when you compare the relative age and maturity of the internal

communications sector with areas like HR and Marketing. Systems and tools that provide

intelligent metrics and allow for the generation of easy-to-understand reports in these

areas have been commonplace for a while now, whereas internal communications hasn’t

benefitted from the same level of investment. Both Internal Communications and HR also

deal with inherently difficult things to measure, such as engagement levels and culture.

Average Principle Score

Strategy, 
Mandate

&  
Planning

Data
Analytics  &
Reporting

Metrics

ChannelAudience Content

Timing

It’s designed to identify where an organization’s internal communications strengths

lie and where there is room for improvement. The assessment then gives an overall view
of its internal comms maturity, by providing scores for each principle and an overall average
score on a scale of 0 to 1, with 1 being excellent.

When looking at average principle scores and rankings, Metrics and Data Analytics

& Reporting are consistently the weakest principles for many, with average scores

of 0.5 and 0.49 respectively.

•Metrics (the capturing of communication stats) was the lowest-ranked principle 

for 45% of respondents, and the highest-ranked principles for just 13%.
11



At the other end of the scale, Content is an area 

of strength for many organization with an average 

score of 0.62, ranked as the lowest-scoring principle  

in only 10% of respondents, and the highest in 

over 40%.

Again, we see this trend replicated 

when broken down by the key 

categories (department, time spent  

on internal comms, country, and 

industry). However, among entry 

level employees, it is edged out 

slightly by the Strategy principle–the

only employee group to rank Strategy 

the strongest.

Content is the area of internal communications

that communicators tend to have most control over. 

However, it’s also the thing that audiences directly 

interact with, so as a result perhaps more time and 

effort is spent on this area. Content is (hopefully!) 

something that everyone can
understand, irrespective of career level or

experience in the industry, which could

have an impact on how responders

completed the assessment.

Organizations with dedicated  
resources have better internal  

communications

It might seem obvious, but the benefit of 

having dedicated internal communicators within

an organization is still doubted by some professionals.

The lack of dedicated internal comms teams is

evidenced by the fact that only around one-third of

assessment respondents were in a Communications

department, and only 39 spend more than half of

their time on internal communications.

When looking at the 

percentage of time 

respondents dedicated

to internal 

communications, 

those in the 91%-

100% bracket had the

highest, overall

average score, with 0.61.

When broken down by department, those sitting 

in Communications also scored highest with an 

average score of 0.56, along with HR.

The industry an organization operates in seems to 

impact the likelihood that they have dedicated 

support, which in turn impacts their overall score. 

For example, the Education industry has the highest 

average overall score of 0.60 and the highest 

proportion of respondents sitting in the 91%-

100% bracket (65% of respondents). The Tourism & 

Hospitality industry, on the other hand, has the 

lowest average overall score of 0.48, and none of the  

respondents sit in a Communications department.

Content 
might be an

area of strength,
but there’s always room for
improvement. Our Content 

Acessibility Checklist and 
Checking for Implicit Bias tools 

are great ways to level up
your content!

After a successful intranet launch Sunny’s 
organization now has a strong set of channels

and the ability to gather internal comms metrics.

However as a non-specialist, Sunny hasn’t been 
able to get a handle on the strategic direction for 

internal comms, or how to effectively share the 
data captured by the new tool, therefore his

organizationis weak in the Strategy and Data Analytics 
& Reporting principles.

“

”

Struggling  
to gather

metrics on your 
internal comms 

activity?
Find out how you can get
started with metrics using 

our IC Metrics tool.
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or spent more than 75%

of their time on internal

communications.

Senior leaders seem to have a 
more negative perception of 
internal communications

To benefit from investment within an 

organization, and for internal comms 

professionals to move to a more strategic 

advisor role, it’s essential to gain recognition

from the leadership team. According to our

data, internal communicators have work to do in this 

area.

When split

correlation

of internal

by job level, it’s clear that there is a

between seniority and overall rating

communications, with entry level and

C-suite respondents scoring on average 0.58 and
0.46 respectively. The scoring decreases gradually as

seniority increases, but takes a sharp fall when you 

reach the C-Suite.

When digging into the responses to individual

questions, you can see where this leadership

frustration may come from. When asked about

whether their organization had a single source

of truth (SSoT), something we consider to be a

foundational aspect of internal communications,

only 28% of C-Suite respondents agreed or strongly

agreed, compared to an average of 47% among all

other job levels.

Strategy seems to be another area of 

disappointment among senior leaders,

with 43% of C-Suite respondents
strongly disagreeing that their

organization had an internal comms

strategy which aligned with business

objectives.

This trend again gradually decreased

through the levels of seniority, with only 12% of

entry level respondents giving the same answer.

This disappointment is mirrored when looking at

the average score of the Strategy principle among

C-Suite respondents. In fact, the C-Suite’s average

Strategy principle score of 0.43 is one of the lowest

average principle scores among all groups (job level,

department, time spent on internal comms,

industry.

Seniority vs Overall average
score

% of respondents
strongly  disagreeing re:
IC strategy

Respondents 
who sit in a 

Communications
department had the

highest
average score
(0.56) - along

with HR

Respondents 
who spend 91-100%

13

of their time had the

highest
average

score (0.61)
This shows that when an
organization recognizes

the importance of internal 
communications, and invests 

in a team, the results are clear to 
see, and have a measurable impact on the effectiveness 

of communications.



etc.) with one of the only other scores to undercut it being the C-Suite’s average

Metrics score of 0.39.

To move forward as an industry, demonstrating the value of internal communications

to senior leaders is an absolute must. Reflecting an organization’s objectives within

internal communications strategy, and then using metrics to measure progress are a

good place to start. Then, make the effort to understand the expectations of senior

leaders, and outline how internal communications can fulfill them. Use our Mandate

Overview & Leadership Questions tool to begin this process. You can also learn how

to demonstrate the value of internal communications through Metrics, Data, and

Reporting by signing up for our free Internal Communications Bootcamp course.

Better tools will help her to distribute her high 
quality content more effectively, gain an 

understanding of how her audience is interacting
with it, and share thatinformation with other

stakeholders.

“ To improve in the Channel, Metrics and Data & 

Reporting principles, Fig should focus her efforts 
on

improving her channel infrastructure.

”
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Recommendations.
So now what? Your organization may struggle with the challenges mentioned

in this report, but what can you do to overcome them? Well, we have some

recommendations for how to get started:

Buildingthereputationofinternalcommunicationsamongleadership

When looking to demonstrate the value of internal communications to anyone

in your organization, especially the leadership team, the most important thing to

consider is how your activity aligns with the organization’s strategic priorities. If

what you do on a daily basis doesn’t help move the business towards its ultimate

goals, it’s unlikely you’ll be taken seriously.

Internal communications is a supporting function. Similar to HR, internal

communicators aren’t directly responsible for the core business activities of an

organization, so it’s not often their activity will show up in organizationalobjectives.

However, when working effectively, they do contribute to the success of other

business units like Sales and Operations, so developing an understanding of

how communication activity can elevate the performance of other areas, and

demonstrating that contribution, is the way forward.

The best way to understand how you can do this? Talk to people! If an area of

your organization has a large part to play in the delivery of a strategic objective,

spend time with members of that team at all levels, talk about the challenges

they’re facing, and try to establish a way you can help overcome them through

communications activity. When considering what you can do, the important thing

is to keep asking yourself, “How does this help us achieve our goal?” This type of

consultative approach helps to move you from an order-taking role (“We need you

to send an all-staff email”) to being a strategic partner (“How can you help us solve

this problem?”).

Another way to build the reputation of internal comms among your leadership team

is to establish what their expectations are, and based on that, clearly define the role of

internal communications within the organization through a mandate document. An

internal communication mandate explicitly defines what the function is responsible

for and confirms that the individuals fulfilling that role have the authority to carry

out relevant activity. To help guide you through those conversations and get started

with an internal communications mandate, check out our Mandate Overview &

Leadership Questions tool.

When you know how you can support the business achieve its corporate objectives,  

it’s time to formalize your intentions in an internal communications strategy. Your 

strategy provides focus on what your activities will be over the next planning cycle 15

Top Tips
• Talk to people

• Establish how your activity can support organizational 
objectives in other business areas

• Define an internal communications mandate

• Create an internal communications strategy

https://www.reach.team/assets/mandate-overview-leadership-questions
https://www.reach.team/assets/mandate-overview-leadership-questions


(usually a year). Strategy is as much about deciding what not to do as it is

about decided what to do, so choose wisely. Your strategy can be  used

to share your intentions with other business units, and keep

track of what you achieve over a period of time, but make sure

it supports the overall direction of your organization.

If you’re looking for a template to get you started with 

strategy, look no further!

Moving the needle on Metrics and Data 
Analytics & Reporting
Measurement has long been a struggle in the world of internal 

communications. Finding ways to not just measure your inputs (number of emails 

sent, events held, articles posted), but outputs (open rates, event attendance, views) 

and ultimately outcomes (audience action taken, contribution towards objectives)

has been a struggle.

While measuring inputs  is

relatively easy and a 

good way to monitor 

the activity of you and  

your team, they’re

Not particularly  useful

or interesting to other 

areas of the business.

Measuring   outputs   is 

the next level and helps you 

and other members of your

organization understand the

penetration of your activity and

messaging.

In the digital workplace, this is 

impossible without some kind of 

tool equipped with measurement 

capability, whether it’s an intranet

product like Source or 

communications 

platform like Reach. Many tools provide a high level view
of metrics, like article reads and open rates, but breaking

this data down by audience group, like department or

location, or by when it takes place, provides a much

deeper level of insight. This advanced level of metrics

allows you to adapt your communications approach

accordingly, maybe targeting specific areas of the

Top Tips
•Measuring outcomes and outputs is more valuable than 
measuring your inputs

•Get a digital tool to capture your output metrics - check out Reach or 
ICThrive.com

• Consider using proxy data to capture outcome metrics

•Keep your reporting simple, graphical, concise and include 
recommendations

Learn how 

you can easily

track metrics through 

dedicated internal 

communications tools like
Intranetconnections.com

Establishing a single 
source of truth should 

be Duke’s focus, as
thisshould be the core of

any internal channel
network. Having one 
place where content

lives and all other 
channels point to will 

level Duke up in the 
Channel principle.

And putting in place
tools like a content

calendar, internal brand 
guidelines and a content 
strategy will help them

becometop dogs in the
Contentprinciple in no

time!

“

”
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Sunny can improve in the Strategy principle by developing an 
internal communications strategy! It may seen daunting, but 
starting off with some simple internal comms objectives that 

support wider organizational objectives if a good place to
begin.

Having some defined objectives provides something he can 
report on as well, which will in turn help him improve his 

Data Analytics & Reporting score.

“

”

organization or ensuring your activity is published/sent at a time when your audience  

is most engaged.

Measuring outcomes is the ultimate form of metric tracking; drawing a line between

your communications activity and the impact it has on your audience. Sometimes

this is relatively simple, like tracking how many people activated their accounts

on the new business system after your promotional activity. More often than not,

though, it can be quite tricky. When the outcome is related to the performance of

another department, using proxy data related to their performance is a smart way

of demonstrating your impact. While there will obviously be other factors at play,

linking your activity to tangible business goals will demonstrate your contribution.

Once you’ve tracked your metrics, you need to share them with key stakeholders,

including your leadership team, to demonstrate your impact. Our Drive Internal

Communications Principles should be thought of as more of an ecosystem than

a checklist, and your reporting/findings should be used to complete the loop and

inform your strategy moving forward.

As with all reports, you should be using your data to paint a picture of the situation in

your organization. Aim to tell a story with your data rather than just sharing figures

and stats, but remember that your leadership team likely doesn’t have much time

or attention to spare, so be as concise as possible. Including charts and diagrams

is a good way to make your report easily digestible, and including an executive

summary is a great way to present the most important information quickly, while

providing detail later in the report for those that want it.

It’s always a good idea to include your recommendations/intended next steps, using

your findings as justification. Coming up with a plan to address your communication

challenges, whether you need to improve, reduce, or maintain something,

demonstrates that you’ve thought about the implications of your findings and are

using them to help the organization move forward. Providing different options to

your leadership team is better than shrugging your shoulders and asking them to

do the thinking for you.
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At IC we specialize in equipping communicators with the technology and the know-how to thrive—whether you
have “communications” in your job title or not. Everything we do comes from our internal comms methodology,
developed by our in-house experts alongside leading academics, and is rooted in global best practices. Check it
out for yourself in our eBook.

If you’re new to the industry, or looking to brush up on your skills, sign up to our free Internal Communications Bootcamp to learn 

how to get the foundations of internal comms consistently right.

If you’re looking for more tailored advice, speak to us about internal communications training for your organizationby emailing 

communicators@icthrive.com.

Or for information about our internal communication technology check out intranetconnections.com.

18
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Appendix. Strategy, Mandate & Planning
The role and responsibilities of the internal communicator(s) is clearly understood in my organization.

Our internal communication strategy is formally aligned with our overall business objectives

Our Internal Communications Assessment
consists of 19 questions,  which are group
together based on our  7 internal
communications principles.

On all 19 assessment questions, respondents are

presented with a statement asking which scenario

sounds most similar to their organization and

presented with four answer choices:

STRONGLY DISAGREE DISAGREE AGREE STRONGLY AGREE

There is no clear, 
defined role or 
responsibility 
for an internal 
communicator.

The role of the internal 
communicator has 

been established, but 
the responsibilities are 
undefined or unclear.

There is a clear 
understanding and 
some executive buy 

in to the role and 
responsibilities of 
IC, but no broad 
awareness in the 

organization.

There is complete 
executive buy in and 
broad organizational 

understanding
of the role and 

responsibilities of IC.

STRONGLY DISAGREE DISAGREE AGREE STRONGLY AGREE

We do not have 
an internal 

communication  
strategy.

We have an internal 
communications 
strategy, but it is 

entirely separate from 
our organizational 

objectives.

Our internal 
communication 

strategy supports 
our overall business 
objectives, but IC is

not part of the process 
of setting them.

Internal comms is 
involved in the overall 

strategic planning 
process for our 

organization, which 
then informs our IC 

strategy.
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Internal communications has a dedicated budget.

Our internal communication plans lay out clear tactics with expected outcomes.

STRONGLY DISAGREE DISAGREE AGREE STRONGLY AGREE

There is no dedicated 
budget for internal 
comms, and we do 
not have access to 
budget from other 

departments.

There is no dedicated 
budget for internal 

comms, but we can 
sometimes access 
budget from other 

departments.

Internal comms shares 
a budget with another 

department

Internal comms has 
a dedicated annual 

budget.

STRONGLY DISAGREE DISAGREE AGREE STRONGLY AGREE

We don’t know 
where to start 

with our internal
communications plan.

We have a 
communications 
plan, but it is not 

specific about 
tactics, timelines or 

outcomes.

We have a 
communications plan 

that includes clear 
tactics and a general 
idea of what we’d like 
the outcomes to be.

We have a 
communications plan 
that clearly lays out 

tactics, timelines and 
metrics to feed back 

in to our ongoing 
planning and strategic 

decision making.
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Content
We have a clearly defined content strategy.

STRONGLY DISAGREE DISAGREE AGREE STRONGLY AGREE

We don’t have a 
content strategy; we 

publish content where 
and when requested/ 

directed.

We have some 
loose guidelines for 
distributing content, 
but we do not have a

content strategy.

We have a content 
plan in place, but still 
manage a lot of ad 

hoc requests.

We have a defined 
content strategy, 
and our partners 
throughout the 

organization work 
with us within that 

context.

Our content maintains a consistent voice of our organization.

STRONGLY DISAGREE DISAGREE AGREE STRONGLY AGREE

We don’t consider a 
consistent voice for 

our content important.

We are not sure what 
the voice of our 

organization is, and/ 
or we struggle with 
consistency in our 

content.

We ensure that the 
content we send 
out has a sense of

consistency in its tone 
and presentation.

We have Tone of Voice 
standards that are in-

line with our company 
brand, and our 

content consistently 
maintains this voice.
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We prioritize our content according to relevance, urgency and importance.

STRONGLY DISAGREE DISAGREE AGREE STRONGLY AGREE

We have no say in 
the way content is 
prioritized. Once it 

lands on our desk, we 
must publish it.

Content will be 
prioritized based on 
the person’s title or 
influence within our 

organization.

We have some ad-
hoc content, but the 

majority of our regular 
or recurring content is 
accounted for in our 

content calendar.

We have a content 
calendar that is 

updated and reviewed 
on a regular basis, 

and a rubric for 
determining how/ 
when content that 
falls outside of that 

plan is shared.

Audience
We actively segment our audience.

STRONGLY DISAGREE DISAGREE AGREE STRONGLY AGREE

We only have one 
audience, which is all 

staff.

We have some built-
in audience groups 

by things like location 
or department,
but we do not 

actively use those 
segments to target 
communication.

We regularly use 
existing groups in 

our organization (ie. 
location, department, 

etc.) to target 
communication.

We regularly profile 
and segment our 
audience along 
different sets of 

criteria, and then 
actively target
and tailor our 

communication.
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We have employee feedback channels in place.

We know how different segments of our audience respond to different types and presentations of information.

STRONGLY DISAGREE DISAGREE AGREE STRONGLY AGREE

We have no employee 
feedback channels

in place in our 
organization.

We technically have 
channels that could 

be used for employee 
feedback, but they 

are are not currently 
promoted for that 

function.

We have employee 
feedback channels in 

place.

We have employee 
feedback channels 

in place that are 
monitored and used, 

and feedback is
consistently addressed 

by leadership.

STRONGLY DISAGREE DISAGREE AGREE STRONGLY AGREE

We have no 
visibility of how our 
communication is 

received.

We have some 
access to content 

performance metrics, 
but we do not 

currently segment 
our audience in order 
to see how different 
segments respond.

We have a general 
idea of how 

different types of 
audiences within 
our organization 
prefer to receive 
communication, 

based on surveys/ 
demographic 

information/etc.

We regularly 
monitor content 

performance metrics
for different audience 
segments within our 
organization, and use 

that information to 
inform how we tailor 

content.
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Channel
We know which channels our audiences prefer for different types of communication.

STRONGLY DISAGREE DISAGREE AGREE STRONGLY AGREE

We have no 
visibility of how our 
communication is 

received.

We have some 
access to content 

performance metrics, 
but we do not 

currently segment 
our audience in order 
to see how different 
segments respond.

We have a general 
idea of what 

channels different 
audiences within 
our organization 
prefer to receive 
communication 

through, based on
surveys/demographic  

information/etc.

We regularly monitor 
channel metrics for 
different audience 

segments within our 
organization, and 

use that information 
to inform how we 
distribute content.

We have one “source of truth” that houses most — if not all — of our content.

STRONGLY DISAGREE DISAGREE AGREE STRONGLY AGREE

We do not have a 
single, central source 

for our content.

We have a central 
place for content, 

but content is often 
missing, out of 

date, or otherwise 
unreliable.

We have one central
source of truth where
most of our important
content can be found.

We have a Single 
Source of Truth that 
all content can be 

found on, and which 
is regularly reviewed 
and edited to ensure 

all information is up to 
date.
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We have a clear plan for how we use all of our available communication channels.

STRONGLY DISAGREE DISAGREE AGREE STRONGLY AGREE

We have one/limited 
channel(s) and no 

particular plan for how  
it is used.

We tend to use certain 
channels in certain 
ways, but have not 

developed any plan or 
guidelines for them.

We have a plan that 
outlines how we use 
each of our channels 
to communicate with 

our audience(s).

We have a channel 
strategy that is 

informed by regular 
review against our 
baseline metrics/ 

employee feedback/ 
etc.

Time
Internal communication happens with clear cadence and consistency.

STRONGLY DISAGREE DISAGREE AGREE STRONGLY AGREE

We have no 
consistency in  
cadence for 
our internal

communication.

We are unable to 
maintain a consistent 
cadence, as we are 

unable to get buy-in 
from stakeholders and 

end up sending out 
content as asked.

The majority of our
regular messaging
is distributed with a
consistent cadence,

but ad-hoc messaging 
from stakeholders still 

regularly goes out 
without consideration 

of our planned 
timeline.

Our regular messaging  
is distributed with a  

consistent cadence, and  
additional messaging is  
evaluated for urgency,  

importance and  
relevance to determine  

how it can be most  
effectively delivered  
either outside of or  

within that cadenced  
context.
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We have an editorial or content calendar.

STRONGLY DISAGREE DISAGREE AGREE STRONGLY AGREE

We do not have a 
content/editorial 

calendar.

We have ideas for
a content/editorial
calendar, but we’ve
never explicitly tied
them to a timeline.

We have a content/ 
editorial calendar, 
but we sometimes 

struggle to get all the 
information we need 
for our planning, and 
end up with a lot of 

ad-hoc asks.

We prepare a content/ 
editorial calendar 

annually/every 
quarter/monthly

with input from our 
stakeholders about 

their upcoming needs, 
and review/update it 

regularly.

Metrics
We have clear metrics to measure the outcomes of our internal communication activities.

STRONGLY DISAGREE DISAGREE AGREE STRONGLY AGREE

We do not have the 
ability to collect 
or monitor any 
metrics related to

our communication 
activities.

We do not currently 
collect or monitor 

any metrics related to 
our communication 

activities.

We collect basic 
metrics related to 

our communication 
activities (open/click-

through rates, etc.

We collect and 
monitor various 

leading and lagging 
measures related to 
our communication 

activities, and are 
able to regularly

measure them against 
established baselines
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Our metrics are clearly tied to priorities identified by our stakeholders.

STRONGLY DISAGREE DISAGREE AGREE STRONGLY AGREE

We do not currently 
collect or monitor 

any metrics related to 
our communication 

activities.

We have 
access to some 
communications  
metrics, but they

are not tied to
organizational
priorities in any
meaningful way.

We are able to use our 
metrics to report on 

priorities identified by 
our stakeholders.

Our metrics are clearly 
tied to organizational 

and stakeholder 
priorities identified in 
our communications 

strategy, and are 
regularly reviewed/ 

updated.

Data Analytics & Reporting
The data that we collect informs our ongoing communication planning.

STRONGLY DISAGREE DISAGREE AGREE STRONGLY AGREE

We do not collect any 
data on our internal 

communications 
activities.

We have some data 
on our internal 

communications 
activities, but it does 
not regularly inform 

our planning.

We use the outcome 
data that we collect 

to inform future 
communications 

planning and decision 
making.

We use the data that 
we collect to inform 
our communications 
planning and decision 

making, including 
evaluating leading 
indicators so that
we can adjust our 
communications 

activities to achieve 
our desired outcomes.
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We regularly report on our outcomes to our stakeholders.

STRONGLY DISAGREE DISAGREE AGREE STRONGLY AGREE

We do not currently 
collect or monitor 

any metrics related to 
our communication 

activities.

We occasionally 
report outcomes to 
our stakeholders, 

but the format and
timeline are irregular.

We regularly report 
on our outcomes to 
stakeholders, but do 
not regularly review 
the information with 

them.

We have a regular 
reporting schedule 

outlined in our 
annual plan, 

wherein we report 
on our alignment 
with our overall 

communications 
strategy as well as 

specific initiatives or 
campaigns.




